Pair approximations and the inclusion of indirect transmission: theory and application to between farm transmission of Salmonella.
The spatial-temporal dynamics of farm animal diseases depend both on disease specific processes and the underlying contact network between farms. Indirect transmission via free-living bacteria in the environment is an important transmission route and contributes significantly to the dynamics. The pair-wise model has been developed to include both direct transmission and indirect transmission via free stages. The model is compared with stochastic simulations of epidemics on contact networks. The network framework is applied to the investigation of the epidemiological dynamics of between-herd transmission of Salmonella spp. The main results help to explain differences in observed epidemiological patterns and to identify possible causes for different strains of Salmonella developing so much variation in their infection dynamics in UK dairy herds. Numerical results show that shorter infectious period, more persistent immune response and more rapid removal of faeces result in a lower prevalence of infection and a greater tendency for (damped) oscillation. A possible control strategy is consequently suggested. Furthermore, the effect of network structure on long-term dynamics is examined.